


Written by Sonia Smaldone

A future star of the breed was born in 2016 at 
Al Hawajer Stud in the Emirate of Sharjah. It 
got the name of Mahboob, which in Arabic 

means the friend, the beloved, or the sweetheart one. 
No name sounds better to well-known Dr Ghaneim 
Al Hajri for this son of the great sire FA El Rasheem 
(2011) and out of the mare Illuminate (2016). Maho-
ob’s big black dark eyes, nicely pointed ears melt the 
hearts of all the equestrian family members at Al 
Hawajer and fortunate friends that first realise the 

genetic he is. Mahboob’s sire FA El Rasheem needs 
no introduction to the world industry as he is just 
one of the most prolific reproducers of the 21st cen-
tury. And his offspring are multi-celebrated cham-
pions horses throughout the globe. Through FA El 
Rasheem, Mahboob is a grandson to the US breeding 
phenomenon Fa El Shawan (2005); therefore, a gre-
at-grandson to the legendary sire Marwan Al Shaqab 
(2000)(Gazal Al Shaqab x Little Liza Fame). Mahbo-
ob’s dam, the beautiful US-bred mare Illuminate, is 
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a precious daughter by US sire Limagine (2000) 
(Magnum Psyche x RD Kashandra by Wa Kash) 
and out of the mare Lumiara Tamara (RSD Dark 
Victory by Bey-Shah x Momentka).

Unquestionably, Mahboob’s royal pedigree is one 
of the reasons why he is so special. He combines 
Polish, Egyptian, Spanish flares and American 
powerhouses in a unique mix that have produced 

a genetic bombshell. The rumours that an 
exceptional colt is in the barns of Dr Ghana-
eim spread over the world.
At the time, famed horseman and breeder 

Willie Brown from EKS Elkasun Arabian 
Horses in South Africa decides to add so-
mething new to his breeding program. After 
a short time, Willie decides to purchase 
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Mahboob 
and takes 
heart by 
p l a c i n g 
his trust in 
this young 
stallion. As 
of today, 
Mahboob’s 
of fspring 
look be-
a u t i f u l 
and many 
b r e e d e r s 
around the 
world start 
to have an 
interest in 

him. Mahboob has already caught the attention 
of many people within the horse industry. Mr 
Farhang Fazeli from Iran is one of these. Be-
sides being highly appreciated for his attitude, 
Farhang is a proven talent scout of the breed 
and owner of Iran Horse Promotion. His sharp 
eye can detect any defaults in a horse as he is 

also breeding and training his Arabian horses. 
He has always provided Iran with the best colts 
and stallions. As soon as Farhang sees Mahbo-
ob for the fi rst time, he buys him without hesi-
tation, not just to add to his breeding program, 
but also to add to Iran’s production.
Th erefore, Farhang decides to create a strong 
partnership and acquire Mahboob Al Hawajer.
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